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Ratliffe, Katherine T. "Perceptions of Special Education on Molo'ka'i." Ph.D. dissertation, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, May 1999. viii, 180. (Educational Psychology)


SELECTED PERIODICAL REFERENCES
(out-of-state publications)


Kolb, Michael J. “Monumental Grandeur and Political Florescence in Pre-Contact Hawai‘i: Excavations at Pi’ilanihale Heiau, Maui.” *Archaeology in Oceania* 34.2 (1999): 73+.


Overlack, Peter. “German War Plans in the Pacific, 1900–1914.” Historian 60.3 (1998): 578–93. Concerns Germany’s war plans in the Pacific prior to World War I and scenarios that involved attacks on Hawai‘i.


Rjabchikov, Sergei V. “Polynesian String Figures and Rongorongo: Additional Remarks.” Bulletin of the International String Figure Association 5 (1998): 63–75. String figure designs from Hawai‘i are compared with motifs from other Pacific islands to demonstrate that in ancient times, the script may have been known throughout Polynesia.


Sorenson, Michael D.; Alan Cooper; Ellen E. Paxinos; Thomas W. Quinn; Helen F. James; Storrs L. Olson; and Robert C. Fleischer. "Relationships of the Extinct Moa-Nalos, Flightless Hawaiian Waterfowl, Based on Ancient DNA." *Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Series B: Biological Series* 266.1434: 2187–93.


and citizenship training for second-generation Japanese American students at McKinley High School in Honolulu.


Zabecki, David T. “Intrigue.” *Military History* 16.3 (1999): 70+. Fort Elizabeth, Hawai‘i’s oldest European-designed fort, was built in 1816 by the Russians.